Chapter activities

• Conferences to housewives associations, during the SNE Annual Meeting
  – 2014: Conference on New electric invoice
  – 2015 (next September): Radiation and Medicine
• Conference during RP and NM Societies Congress: “Radiation, nutrition and cancer”. Valencia, 26 June
• Conference about “Nuclear industry and medicine”, University of Cantabria. Santander, 3 July
• Technical visit to Jose Cabrera NPP (dismantling process)
• Collaboration with Spanish Physics Professional Association in a course of “Ionizing Radiation”
• Edition of “Lisa Meitner” biography
• Training sessions about social networks for WiN members
Nuclear developments

- Spanish Nuclear field:
  - 7 units (6 PWR, 1 BWR) in operation, 2 units in decommissioning phase and 1 pending to reinitiate operation permit
  - Fuel supply (Enusa) / nuclear components supply (Ensa)
  - Waste management. ATC project: centralized storage repository for spent fuel (Enresa)
  - More than 35,000 radioactive facilities (medicine, research, diagnosis, etc).

- Projects for post Fukushima stress tests
- Jose Cabrera NPP dismantling project. Almost finish
- Life extension from 40 to 60 years
Thank you!

¡Gracias!